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Anybody can drive a motorboat if the means are 

there to pay for the fuel. A more economic method, 

however, is to sail. Thus, the goal is to learn how to sail! 

But how do we learn to sail with buildings?
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The Point of 
This Thesis
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Given the undeniable effects of 
climate change, the public must 
be educated on the direct positive 
impact the implementation of 
readily available sustainable 
building technologies could 
have within their communities. 
An unremarkable one-story 
commercial building that shares 
a wall with the Rhode Island 
Museum of Science and Art 
(RIMOSA) will become a learning 
landmark within the community 
and a stage for changing habitual 
behaviors. An exhibition merging 
the possibilities of adaptive 
reuse with sustainable building 
technology, juxtaposed against 
visualizations of the steady 
plodding of climate change, will 
educate visitors on sustainable 
building tactics and encourage 
mass implementation. 

OFFICIAL THESIS ABSTRACT

Learners in three age groups 
(6-12, 13-17, and 18-25 years 
old) will discover the effects 
sustainable building design and 
subtle daily life changes could 
have in direct relation to climate 
change. School-aged children and 
teens will carry what they have 
learned home to influence future 
familial decisions, while young 
adults apply tactics to budding 
real estate experiences. Renters, 
homeowners, business owners, 
policymakers, and the press will 
also benefit from insights and 
further positive impacts made 
within their communities. 

Intervention details, for the 
purpose of demonstrating 
environmental and social 
responsibility, include exposed 
technical systems, an integrated 
envelope, and a green roof and 

walls grounded in research. 
The host building serves as an 
exhibitive carrier of sustainable 
design tactics with the aim to 
educate, influence, and inspire 
the public to make real and 
measurable changes within 
their lives.
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WHY I CARE

I live on this planet. So do you, and your parents, 
siblings, friends, pets, and neighbors. There isn’t 
anywhere else we can go. Every action we take 
has a direct influence on what the environment 
will look like in the future.

In 2010 in the United States alone, 44.6% of total 
environment-ruining emissions were released from 
buildings. That’s higher than emissions produced 
by transportation, which clocks in at 34.3%. Did 
you know that?

As a designer, I feel a strong pull to use my 
architecture and critical thinking skills to better 
the community, and in doing so, better the 
world. I believe the building industry has a social 
responsibility to the inhabitants of this planet 
and can drastically influence our outcome, for 
better or worse.

But hope is not completely lost - it’s just that too 
few people are aware of the positive actions we can 
all take to shift the scales. This thesis is my small 
contribution to a better version of our future.





WHY YOU SHOULD CARE

value of coastal property at ˜ ood risk
in Miami-Dade County within 15 years

people at risk of losing their homes
to ˜ ooding worldwide by year 2100

attention GenX and beyond!

premature deaths caused by
excessive heat exposure worsened
by urban heat islands

in the U.S. between 1979-2003

years of collected data where
CO2 emissions have never been

as high as they are today

the high point of temperature
difference between an urban and

rural setting on a hot summer day
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Introducing the Site
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Host Building 
Information



maps.google.com
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SUMMARY

Address & Zoning

Dimensions

Interior Conditions

Exterior Conditions

Building Type

Ownership

773 Westminster Street
Providence, RI 02903
Parcel size: 137.77’ x 44.4’
Zoning: C-2
Current build established: 1938

Building Dimensions: 69’L x 41’W x 18’H
Square Footage: 2698ft2 GSM

Nice Slice Pizzeria: exposed HVAC, 
sprinkler system, tile flooring over concrete
Girls Rock! RI: dropped ceiling, carpet 
over concrete
Both: Steel-framed gypsum board partition 
wall, exposed brick walls 

Back parking lot, two types of brick (front 
and back facades), concrete block on 
non-street-facing side, two non-working 
chimneys in back

Brick and concrete masonry unit
Concrete basement with wood beams
Stucco and brick facade

Owned by Licht Properties
Occupied by Nice Slice Pizzeria and 
Girls Rock! RI



URBAN SCALE & MATERIALITY

Host Travel Area Commercial Mixed Use Residential Trees



Host Travel Area Commercial Mixed Use Residential Trees

SITE USE OVERVIEW
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All drawings in this section follow the below scale.

Existing Conditions
Drawings

0 1 2 4         8                    16

FEET



N

PLAN



SIDE ELEVATION



FRONT ELEVATION



BACK ELEVATION
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Site Analysis



14,620ft2 2698ft2 4,351ft2 7,497ft2 4,026ft2

WESTMINSTER HISTORIC BLOCK SCALE & VOLUME

Area of
shared wall

Obstacles Open Space



14,620ft2 2698ft2 4,351ft2 7,497ft2 4,026ft2

Area of
shared wall

Obstacles Open Space

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF RIMOSA SHARED WALL



Host Building Area In Which Building Is Visible



Host Building Area In Which Building Is Visible

SIGHT LINES & BUILDING VISIBILITY



Sunrise Sunset Sun Trajectory

SUMMER SUN PATHS

Sunrise Sunset Sun Trajectory



Sunrise Sunset Sun Trajectory Sunrise Sunset Sun Trajectory

WINTER SUN PATHS



SUMMER SHADOWING

2:40pm 4:45pm



WINTER SHADOWING

11:00am 2:15pm



SUMMER WIND PATHS

Data and circle chart: Climate Consultant



WINTER WIND PATHS

Data and circle chart: Climate Consultant
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The Adapted Building
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A New
Introduction
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CORE DESIGN CONCEPT

The building is the exhibit, the exhibition the 
building. These two parts form the whole and grow 
from each other to become something new and 
individualistic. Driven naturally by the changing 
seasons and impacted by us, the people of the 
community, the environment and experience within 
don’t dictate right from wrong, but rather present 
powerful data that just can no longer be ignored.
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What does each user group need in order to maximize knowledge retention?

Primary User Group

Young children ages 6-12: bright colors, noises, 
lights, hands-on activities, easy-to-understand 
signage, height-appropriate information

Teenagers ages 13-17: group and solo activities, 
easy-to-understand signage, physical takeaways, 
short or bulleted information

Young adults ages 18-25: easy-to-understand 
signage, measurable information (i.e. how tactics 
will save money), physical takeaways, group and 
solo activities

Secondary User Group

Renters: measurable information (i.e. how tactics will 
save money), reversibility of tactics

Homeowners: measurable information, reversibility 
of tactics, resale value

Business owners: measurable information, 
information on local business laws in relation 
to sustainability, carbon footprint information

Policymakers: measurable information, carbon 
footprint information

Press: measurable information, carbon footprint 
information, reversibility of tactics

OCCUPANCY
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773 Westminster Street will undergo a use change 
from Community Center and Restaurant (3,500sf 
or less GFA) to Cultural Facility.

The use change does not require updates to fire 
safety methods. However, accessibility standards will 
need to be upgraded in regards to means of egress 
in the back of the building.

The City of Providence requires, based on the 
building’s C-2 zoning designation, that the first 
floor street-facing facade must be at least 50% 
transparent, and that the entrance must remain in 
direct relation to the existing sidewalk. Additionally, 
blank walls on the front facade over 25 feet long 
must possess some kind of material change, 
pattern, or decoration.

USE CHANGE
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The Building
as Exhibit







INTERVENTION PLAN
Meeting Areas

Circulation Path

Lunch & Learn Layout



Meeting Areas

Circulation Path

Lunch & Learn Layout

PROGRAMMING LAYOUTS



SITE PLAN



REFLECTED CEILING PLAN











Dimensional 
bamboo cladding

Plastic tile and wall 
paint for bathroom

Plastic tile and wall 
paint for main room

Bamboo veneer
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FINISH MATERIALS

Recycled plastics boast low embodied energy 
levels versus other construction materials, come 
in virtually endless colors, shapes, sizes, and 
composition varieties, and can be used like tiles 
to create aesthetically pleasing designs.

The Adapted Building also uses bamboo, an 
inexpensive and highly renewable material, as both 
exterior cladding and veneers for pedestals that 
support the building systems. Bamboo can be 
paired with multiple lams of plywood to create a 
dimensionally-stable material. Because of its light 
coloring, it can easily be stained to the desired 
effect, or can be clear finished to allow its natural 
beauty to shine.
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Exhibition Details
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Circulation
The building layout, situated as a loose oval, lets 
patrons define their own path. Upon entering, the 
visitor has the option to start their experience by 
learning about climate change, or travel through 
the main systems exhibit. Integrated seating within 
exhibits provides natural resting places from which 
to view information.

Informational Design
Bright colors, big typography, and simple graphics 
grab the eye and entice visitors to get closer. The 
hierarchy of information is designed in such a way 
that no matter what the person reads, even if it’s just 
one fact, they will still walk away having 
learned something.

VISITOR EXPERIENCE

Overarching components of the exhibit experience include:
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The Future of Climate Change

This exhibit occurs on two huge inward-facing 
interactive screens, allowing visitors to actually 
be enveloped (and ultimately ‘wowed’) by climate 
change data. These screens include:

• An interactive map detailing major cities of the 
world that will be drastically impacted over time 
by climate change, including Providence

• The major keys of climate change people are 
generally aware of (global warming, urban heat 
island effect, sea level rise), plus a few more 
terrifying facts (the melting of the permafrost 
and how it relates to CO

2
 emissions, for example)

EXHIBIT SERIES

All exhibit series will remain relevant by updating periodically based on current technology.
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The Adapted Building

All the systems of the building are revealed as 
exhibition material (yes, even the sewage tank) so 
visitors can experience them firsthand. Informational 
displays use diagrams and charts to explain the 
benefits of and how the systems work. Systems 
include:

• Toilet-to-tap sewage treatment
• Rainwater reclaim
• Heating / cooling and hot water
• Active and passive ventilation
• Solar energy collection and distribution

EXHIBIT SERIES

All exhibit series will remain relevant by updating periodically based on current technology.
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Sponsored Community Series

This exhibit series brings in consultants offering 
personalized help as a free resource to visitors, 
including:

• Home Depot: Making your home more 
environmentally-responsible (i.e. using renewable 
flooring materials)

• National Grid: Easy ways to save money on 
energy costs (i.e. installing a faucet aerator)

• LEED: Making your business more sustainable 
(i.e. adding daylight sensors)

EXHIBIT SERIES

All exhibit series will remain relevant by updating periodically based on current technology.
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All the Technical
Details



oriented strand board studs with cavity insulation

existing brick wall

gypsum board

painted finish

bamboo sheathing

adhesive and 
mechanical fasteners

continuous rigid 
insulation

drainage gap 
with fasteners

vapor barrier
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BUILDING ENVELOPE

The Adapted Building uses an 
EIFS (exterior insulated finishing 
system) built around the existing 
brick and concrete masonry 
unit walls to provide maximum 
insulation and vapor protection.



continuous rigid insulation

drainage gap with fasteners

vapor barrier

oriented strand board

roof deck

oriented strange board 
studs with cavity insulation

gypsum board

painted finish

plants

growing medium

filter fabric

root barrier

waterproofing 
membrane

reinforcement mesh
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GREEN ROOF

The front portion of the roof, 
primarily in sunlight, consists of 
a variety of sedum, which are low-
maintenance and can withstand 
high temperatures, direct sun, 
and harsh winters.

The back portion of the roof 
consists of mosses, another low-
maintenance plant type, that is 
also self-healing and thrives in 
low light levels.
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In Closing, Our Future



I prepared the package
for my friends in the states

the dangling earrings woven
into half moons black pearly glinting
like an eye in a storm of tight spirals
the baskets
sturdy, also woven
brown cowrie shells shiny
intricate mandalas
shaped by calloused fingers
Inside the basket
a message:

Wear these earrings
to parties
to your classes and meetings
to the grocery store, the corner store
and while riding the bus
Store jewelry, incense, copper coins
and curling letters like this one
in this basket
and when others ask you
where you got this
you tell them

they’re from the Marshall Islands

show them where it is on a map

tell them we are a proud people
toasted dark brown as the carved ribs
of a tree stump
tell them we are descendants
of the finest navigators in the world
tell them our islands were dropped
from a basket
carried by a giant
tell them we are the hollow hulls
of canoes as fast as the wind
slicing through the pacific sea
we are wood shavings
and drying pandanus leaves
and sticky bwiros at kemems
tell them we are sweet harmonies
of grandmothers mothers aunties and sisters
songs late into night
tell them we are whispered prayers
the breath of God
a crown of fuschia flowers encircling
Aunty Mary’s white sea foam hair
tell them we are styrofoam cups of koolaid red
waiting patiently for the ilomij
tell them we are papya of golden sunsets bleeding



into a glittering open sea
we are skies uncluttered
majestic in their sweeping landscape
we are the ocean
terrifying and relag in its power
tell them we are dusty rubber slippers
swiped 
from concrete doorsteps
we are the ripped seams
and the broken door handles of taxis
we are sweaty hands shaking another sweaty hand in heat
tell them
we are days
and nights hotter
than anything you can imagine
tell them we are little girls with braids
cartwheeling beneath the rain
we are shards of broken beer bottles
burrowed beneath fine white sand
we are children flinging
like rubber bands
across a road clogged with chugging cars
tell them
we only have one road

and after all this
tell them about the water
how we have seen it rising
flooding our cemeteries
gushing over the sea walls
and crashing against our homes
tell them what it’s like
to see the entire ocean__level___with the land
tell them
we are afraid
tell them we don’t know
of the politics
of the science
but tell them we see
what is in our own backyard
tell them that some of us
are old fishermen who believe that God
made us a promise
tell them some of us
are a little bit more skeptical of God
but most importantly tell them
we don’t want to leave
we’ve never wanted to leave
and that we
are nothing without our islands.

“Tell Them”
A poem by Kathy Jetnil-Kijiner
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Green roofs / walls

Reflective building materials

Light-colored roofs / paving

Tree plantings

Graduated atmospheric regions

Graduated shade regions

Efficiency Rating When
Used Independently

Climate Change Mediation Strategies

“DESIGNING FOR CLIMATE CHANGE”

This report touches on widely-used tactics for 
counteracting rising city temperatures (such as 
green roofs, green walls, and light-colored paving) 
and explains why these tactics used alone are too 
generalized and minute to make a noticeable change 
to the urban environment. The authors delve into 
topics such as “transformative boundaries” (areas 
of gradual temperature and humidity change) and 
combining the effects of light pavement color with 
air pressure changes to create updrafts in 
pedestrian areas.

After much research into the types and effectiveness 
of urban sustainability tactics, it was clear that 
I couldn’t cherry-pick certain ideas because 
they “looked good” or fulfilled some other kind 
of unsupported need. In the end, the tactics I 
implemented into the project were influenced by 
this report, as well as the climate in Providence, size 
of the building, and sun and wind path analyses. 
Any one of these tactics alone would barely make a 
dent in the urban environment, but used together, 
the green roof and walls, entrance vestibule, and 
sustainable systems work together to make more of 
a measurable impact.

Thesis ApplicationOverview

by Julian Walliss and Jason Toh



First Ward School

moma.org

MoMA PS1

moma.org
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During MoMA P.S.1.’s renovation in 1997 led by 
architect Frederick Fisher, what was historically First 
Ward School was updated and transformed into 
a playground for creators to express their wildest 
ideas. The traditional art museum methodology 
was turned on its head with the creation of an 
environment of interactive exploration, cementing 
the museum into the hearts of locals looking for new 
ways to experience and learn about art.

The learning here is that anything can be rethought. 
MoMA P.S.1. is important because it shook up the 
art world by reconsidering the way art is presented. 
The Adapted Building tries to apply a similar learning 
style by revealing the inner workings of the building. 
The exhibition is attempting to merge the worlds of 
science, education, and the building industry all in 
one package.

Thesis ApplicationOverview

Insights collected from various articles and sources, cited in this book’s bibliography

MOMA P.S.1. - LONG ISLAND CITY, QUEENS, NY



Traditional Museum Trajectory

Arrive to the
museum with family

Silently speed-read a
written museum plaque

Briefly view a printed visual
display relating to the plaque

Walk around an exhibit piece within
a display case with 1 other person

Move on to the
next exhibit, repeat

Leave the museum
feeling tired

The Adapted Building Trajectory

Arrive to The Adapted
Building with family

Interact with a digital
display with 1 other person

Follow instructions dictated by
exhibit alone or with 1 other person

Touch and pick up exhibit
pieces with 1-2 other people

Experience different learning
tactics at each exhibit

Leave The Adapted
Building feeling inspired
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Traditional Museum Trajectory

Arrive to the
museum with family

Silently speed-read a
written museum plaque

Briefly view a printed visual
display relating to the plaque

Walk around an exhibit piece within
a display case with 1 other person

Move on to the
next exhibit, repeat

Leave the museum
feeling tired

The Adapted Building Trajectory

Arrive to The Adapted
Building with family

Interact with a digital
display with 1 other person

Follow instructions dictated by
exhibit alone or with 1 other person

Touch and pick up exhibit
pieces with 1-2 other people

Experience different learning
tactics at each exhibit

Leave The Adapted
Building feeling inspired

by Jane Hill and Te Ari Prendergast

“LEARNING CURVE: HOW IS DISRUPTION REDEFINING THE
  PURPOSE OF EDUCATION?”

This article compares traditional education 
practices with new types of learning environments 
and tactics. Human-centric learning and design, 
working seamlessly between physical and digital 
environments, collaboration and co-working, and 
more are analyzed. The article explains how, in 
today’s instant gratification culture, constant 
change, identified as disruption, within the 
learning environment results in more 
favorable measurable outcomes.

Information can be presented in quite a technical 
and dry way in a traditional professional lecture. 
If the purpose of The Adapted Building is to leave 
visitors with new working knowledge of sustainable 
building, they first need to be able to recall it in order 
to apply what they’ve learned. Using interactive 
screens, hands-on data analysis, eye-catching and 
approachable informational design, and bringing in 
real live consultants to address community issues are 
all attempts to vary teaching and learning styles and 
increase the retention rate of information.

Thesis ApplicationOverview
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